
 

The Horsemeat Scandal Rocking Europe 
 
“Things are seldom what they seem, skim milk masquerades as cream” went the 
opening lines of Gilbert & Sullivan’s 1878 operetta, H.M.S. Pinafore, a comic tale 
of mistake identity. But there’s nothing comic about the growing scandal involving 
Findus, a large Swedish food processor, and reports that their frozen beef 
lasagna and hamburgers are actually made with horsemeat. Though horsemeat 
is not harmful to humans – it is consumed with some regularity in Italy, France, 
Japan and Poland – the British Food Standards Agency – the equivalent of the 
Food and Drug Administration in the U.S. – has nevertheless opened a criminal 
investigation, which has led to a round of finger pointing.  
 
Findus bought the packaged product from a manufacturer in France, which says 
that it bought the meat from butchers in Romania, which in turn bought the frozen 
carcasses from Dutch suppliers. The likeliest origin of the meat is Poland, which 
does a brisk business in horse slaughter, or Belgium, home of the two largest 
slaughterhouse companies specializing in horsemeat. The scandal follows a 
smaller one, in which it was discovered that halal meat pies meant for the Muslim 
market contained pork, which is a forbidden food for Muslims. 
 
The real culprit, unintentionally, may be Findus itself. The company, was bought 
by Lion Capital, a consumer-focused private equity firm, for $1.73 billion in 2008. 
That firm took out a large amount of capital and loaded the company with debt. 
During the recession that began in Europe and much of the rest o the world soon 
after, Findus has struggled, as have other food manufacturers. Forced to 
refinance last year, it converted about $390 million of mezzanine debt into equity. 
At the end of December, Findus had net debt of $1.08 billion and equity of $695 
million. Owing to its capital situation, the company has been cutting expenses 
wherever possible, and may well have cut back on the normal oversight that 
goes into food manufacturing, as well as on its procurement practices. 
 
Just as food safety has become an issue in the U.S. because of degraded 
inspection procedures brought about by Bush Administration cuts to the Dept. of 
Agriculture, the British and EU governments have allowed companies to do much 
of their own inspecting in the name of cutting red tape. In the U.S., repeated      
e. coli and salmonella contamination has brought about much tougher new 
regulations and inspection procedures. As the investigation grows and spreads to 
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other companies and other countries, look for the U.K. and the EU to do the 
same. 
 
But there are countervailing pressures. Since the economic downturn of 2007 
onward, horse herds around the world have been thinned dramatically, with 
many animals being shipped to slaughterhouses in Mexico, Poland and Japan. 
The price of horsemeat, which is generally higher than beef, is now well below 
the price of beef, which encourages cheating on the part of meat wholesalers. 

Hacker Militias and Twitter Warfare 
 
The fact that a number of American media outlets, including The New York 
Times, The Washington Post and The Wall Street Journal have recently reported 
having their computers hacked by what are likely Chinese sources has exposed 
a new trend in cyber warfare. In addition to the efforts of governments and small 
groups of independent hackers such as Anonymous, larger, more organized 
groups are beginning to launch assaults on computer networks. 
 
These groups, known as militias, are coordinated attacks by thousands of 
hackers at once, all looking for ways into a network, or failing that to overwhelm 
the network’s ability to repel an attack, forcing it to at least temporarily shut down.  
While these hacker militias are not officially sanctioned by the Chinese 
government, there is a suspicion, backed by talk on hacker chat rooms, that the 
government is paying bounties for information. According to intelligence sources, 
China has recruited and helped to train over one million of these hackers, the 
best of whom are organized into a militia known as the RHU, or Red Honkers 
Union (Honker means guest in Chinese). These “guests” make it their job to 
penetrate networks and then copy as much data as they can before they or their 
malware are identified and removed from a network, with the information going to 
China’s Ministry of Defense.  
 
Not to be outdone, the U.S. now has its own informal militia, though for now it 
has little government backing. Instead, groups of hackers will select a foreign 
target for disruption, and spend nights or a weekend going after it. The militia 
concept has also spread to Iran, where a small militia has been launching attacks 
at American and Israeli banks.  
 
Militias have been able to succeed because of lots of sloppy programming, poor 
internal controls and little attention paid to security by network administrators. 
There are, in fact, relatively low cost and effective solutions available, including 
isolating networks with better firewalls and using higher levels of encryption and 
burst communication.  
 
More interesting, perhaps, is the rise of so-called Twitter wars. In the now 
omnipresent 24-hour news cycle, public opinion is increasingly influenced by 
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Twitter feeds. Within seconds of a politician appearing on television, or a 
celebrity making a comment, the Twitter feed lights up with thousands of 
comments, and an ebb and flow of argument ensues. Increasingly, political 
parties are attempting to influence the flow of the conversation with what 
amounts to “Twitter bombs,” thousands of messages sent out simultaneously that 
drive a message in a particular direction. During the recent State of the Union 
message by U.S. President Obama, over 1.3 million Tweets were posted, a 
majority of them by people opposed to President Obama’s policies. Though there 
was no sense that the flood of posts was organized, articles have already begun 
to appear in the trade press, such as Advertising Age, on how to use Twitter to 
influence public opinion.  

Russia Goes For The Gold 
 
Generally, when the dollar is on the rise, the price of gold falls, as investors 
prefer to hold liquid, investible assets to a metal which requires secure storage 
and whose value is only what people are willing to pay for it, when it isn’t being 
used for jewelry or tooth fillings. But Russia and a number of other nations have 
decided to buck this trend, and have been loading up on gold. 
 
Since Vladimir Putin first became President of Russia in 1999, the Russian 
government has increased its purchases of gold by 400%. Why?  
 
Putin managed to take advantage of the wild swings in the prices of its major 
foreign currency earners, oil and natural gas against the price of gold. In 1998, 
the year Russia defaulted on $90 billion in domestic debt, it took 28 barrels of oil 
to buy an ounce of gold. By 2005, the ratio had fallen to 6.5 barrels per ounce. At 
that point, Putin told the government to buy gold. Since then, the ratio has more 
than doubled, as the price of gold has risen from $495 an ounce to more than 
$1,600.  
 
The gold, Putin believes, will insulate Russia from any crisis in the dollar, the 
euro, the pound or the yen, all currently reserve currencies widely used in the 
global market. In this, Putin is following in the footsteps of Lenin, whose enduring 
belief in a great crisis in capitalism, followed by the triumph of communism, led 
him to a spree of gold buying for the Communist Party (Incidentally, much of the 
Comintern’s – the worldwide Communist Party organization – gold disappeared 
after the fall of Party in 1989. Many believe it has wound up in the hands of 
former Party officials). 
 
Putin’s Russia has been luckier than most nations. Between 2001 and 2002, the 
British government dumped almost 400 tons of gold, at prices that turned out to 
be near two-decade lows. Other central banks were also net sellers a decade 
ago, to the tune of around 400 tons a year. Now, some central banks have 
become net buyers again, at about 450 tons annually, as they seek to shore up 
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perceptions of their currencies. But a number of developed nations, led by 
Switzerland, whose currency has appreciated almost too much for the comfort of 
the Swiss, have been net sellers. Switzerland has liquidated 877 tons of its gold 
holdings over the past decade, and France has sold 589 tons. 
 
Of course, all that gold buying and selling has made no waves in the U.S. The 
American government, which says it does not believe in gold as a storehouse of 
value, nevertheless is the world’s leader in gold reserves, at 8,134 tons. Russia’s 
gold, at 958 tons, is only the eighth largest reserve. 

The End OF An Era 
 
Once upon a time when there were still fairy tale romances and no Kardashians 
to muck up the landscape and the airwaves, practically no royal or upper class 
household was without a china dinner service from Richard Ginori (Of course the 
Danes, being the Danes, had their own Flora Danica from Royal Copenhagen), 
Italy’s leading purveyor of porcelain. No longer. The fabled house, which has 
been making its delicate cobalt and white china since 1735, has been shuttered 
after years of losses, and a rescue effort has foundered. 
 
The company, which has debts of about $100 million, has been in and out of 
trouble over the past forty years, but has managed to survive multiple crises. But 
a plan to restart the company under the joint ownership of Lenox, an American 
maker of fine china, and Apulum, a mass manufacturer of ceramics based in 
Romania, was turned down by a court in Florence, near where the main factory is 
located. The two companies say they will restructure their bid and try again to win 
approval for the takeover, but the end of Ginori, along with the takeover of a 
number of other manufacturers, such as Germany’s Rosenthal, indicates a 
consolidating market, and perhaps, with the gradual demise of formal dining, a 
shift in life style patterns that will see further changes in the market. 

Middle Eastern Deserts Are Drying Up 
 
We have written before about India’s increasing water problems (Trends of Note, 
August 2012), but here’s one for the books: The deserts of the Middle East, 
which don’t have much water to begin with, are actually drying up at an 
increasing rate. According to NASA satellite photography, an amount of water 
about the size of the Dead Sea has been lost in the Middle East because of poor 
water management, increased use of ground water and the aftereffects of the 
2007 drought. 
 
NASA’s researchers discovered that the Tigris and Euphrates river basins – the 
site of the mythical Garden of Eden – lost 117 million acre feet of its total stored 
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freshwater, making it the second largest groundwater loss after India. Farmland 
in parts of Turkey, Syria, Iraq and Iran that depend upon the river’s water have 
seen their fields dry up, and have had to resort to ever deeper wells to make up 
their water losses. As in India, this is lowering the water table, making it ever 
more difficult to pump. According to the study’s authors, when you combine 
climate change that is likely to work against the Middle East, plus rising area 
populations and political and economic instability, the prospects for the region 
are not good: grinding poverty and unrest even in some of the better off, oil- and 
gas-rich nations. Water run-off is expected to decline by 10% by 2050, while the 
population is expected to rise by 60% over roughly the same period. The 
outcome: a potential geo-political time bomb, not made any easier by Turkey’s 
decision to build a string of dams and catchment lakes along the headwaters of 
both rivers. 
 


